Sulfur disappears from coal when prof zaps it with laser

By Steve Metech
Staff Writer

Laser beams, which can be used for practically everything from eye surgery to space product codes at the local grocery store, may soon be found in farmland and fertilizer farm fields.

David Begley, an assistant professor in the Department of Chemistry and systems engineering, has developed a means of converting coal into various gases by using laser beams.

Begley's team found an effective way to convert solid coal to gas for other useful purposes. We want to use a clean method. The best way to do this is with a laser, Begley said.

Begley and his associates built a vacuum chamber to test samples in and connected it to a gas analyzer.

We created our own atmosphere around the sample and were able to pull out samples of the gas. We found quite a bit of hydrogen, acetylene and methane.

Acetylene is used in welding and soldering, removing paint and illumination. Hydrogen can be combined with other elements and used for many different purposes, whether it be rocket fuel or the baking of high temperatures for metals.

An automobile, said Begley, can easily be converted to run on methanol gas. Methanol can also be used in the production of fortunivases.

Coal vaporization produces carbon dioxide and monoxide, which in turn can be used to make more methane, Begley said.

Besides causing these gases to escape the coal sample, Begley said the laser's intense heat, which at 8,800 degrees Celsius is as hot as the sun's surface, seems to eliminate the coal residue.
MEXICO CITY (AP) — Miguel de la Madrid faces an im-
mediate challenge as Mexico’s next president is to manage an eco-
onomic recovery that demands sacrifices from millions of people who
never benefited from their country’s oil wealth.
An oil boom that made Mexicans dream of a better life went bust after five years — due to the world oil glut and falling crude oil prices. How de la Madrid handles this crisis of expectations is crucial to the survival of his Institutional Revolutionary Party, which has given Mexico three generations of stability.
The government said Monday that de la Madrid had defeated six opponents “by a wide margin” in Sunday’s elections. Final official returns will be known for several days. Also left unclear was how many staying home out of cynicism of indifference to a political system faced with huge social problems and potential unrest.

News Analysis

President Jose Lopes Portillo hand-picked the 47-year-old Harvard graduate as the ruling party candidate because, as budget and planning minister, he was a wizard at finance and oil. A nine-month tour to 56 cities and towns gave him politician’s credentials and a new look at his country through the eyes of his peasantry.
An austerity program, designed by de la Madrid and his aides, is already in force and expected to continue through at least the first year of his term. Applauded by foreign bankers, it includes share cutbacks in public spending, higher, prices for state-subsidized electricity and gasoline, and a $6 billion cut in imports this year.
To blunt the impact on the poor, de la Madrid cooperated with his campaign appeals for belt-tightening with promises of “a more egalitarian society.”

Bankrupt PATCO local hangs on

AUBURN, Ill. (AP) — Despite the move by the Professional Air Traffic Controllers Organization to liquidate the national union’s assets, the head of PATCO’s largest local says he has no plans to disband his group.

John Nagle, president of PATCO Local 301 at the Aurora Air Traffic Control Center near Chicago, said he will continue to try to help union members purchase their own facilities.

Last Aug. 3, PATCO went on strike, and two days later President Ronald Reagan took away the controllers who refused to return to work from federal custody.

In a letter to the Federal Labor Relations Authority, Nagle characterized the strike as illegal because controllers had signed a no-strike oath. A recent ruling by the U.S. Court of Appeals upheld the decertification.

On Friday, PATCO national president Gary Eads announced the union organization had filed a bankruptcy petition is federal court. It’s over, PATCO Eads said.

It’s a sad chapter in labor history when a small organization is forced to take the law into its hands, Schmitt said. "We hope labor, the Congress and the administration will attempt to reach some agreement that will not place bargaining power back in the hands of the employers," he added.

At the time of the strike, PATCO represented more than 16,000 controllers. Some PATCO members crossed the picket lines and continued to work, thus keeping their jobs.

Two days after the 47-hour walkout, however, the union was ordered to return to work, and the strike ended.

A day later, the Associated Press reported that a union spokesman was quoted as saying the controllers had been "Cities and towns gave him politician’s credentials and a new look at his country through the eyes of his peasantry."

At the time of the strike, PATCO represented more than 16,000 controllers. Some PATCO members crossed the picket lines and continued to work, thus keeping their jobs.

Two days after the 47-hour walkout, however, the union was ordered to return to work, and the strike ended.

A day later, the Associated Press reported that a union spokesman was quoted as saying the controllers had been "inexperienced and untrained in labor law."
Scientists fear animal lovers’ campaign will stifle research

Daniel G. Haney
Associated Press Writer

A growing corps of animal lovers increasingly feels the suffering of laboratory creations is trying to force scientists to limit the number of rats, rabbits and monkeys that live and die in the pursuit of human knowledge.

The campaign includes an effort to cut off federal support for some kinds of animal research, and scientists fear it may stifle the search for cures for the woes of people and animals alike.

“There is almost a spirit of intimidation as it existed in the McCarthy era,” says Dr. Edgar E. Coons, a researcher at New York University.

The confrontation revolves around a difficult question: How much pain must animals endure? There is almost a spirit of intimidation as it existed in the McCarthy era," says Dr. Edgar E. Coons, a researcher at New York University.

The confrontation revolves around a difficult question: How much pain must animals endure?

Scientists warn that proving these new methods will work will be a slow, expensive process. Scientists are also uneasy because the proposed law would require labs to set up committees to review animal experiments—panels that would eliminate federal funding for all animal experiments that duplicate earlier work.

But they argue that the $1.2 billion spent nationally on research by the National Institutes of Health promotes work that is needlessly cruel, repetitive and unlikely to produce useful knowledge.

The scientists resound that use of animals is the best way to study behavior and try out new drugs and operations.

"We can cut as much as we’d like to, that you can eliminate all animal research,” said Financial Seiling, president of United Action for Animals in New York.

"The only thing you can do in get alternative used to the maximum extent possible and then turn around and see what’s left.”

Miss Seiling’ group drafted a proposed law called the Research Modernization Act, which was signed into law by the State Legislature this year. The bill would have eliminated federal funding for all animal experiments that duplicate earlier work.
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Government must take responsibility for atomic veterans

WHERE DOES THE BUCK STOP? Atomic test veterans are a breed in limbo at present. Veterans of pacifism, unknown by even their own kind, are victims of a problem that every government would like to sweep under the carpet and then arrange a three ton four-poster bed over the spot, they remain a voice crying in the wilderness. Perhaps it would be more accurate to say a voice crying from the wilderness. These are victims of atomic testing in the wilderness of Nevada, the Marshall Islands, Bikini Atoll and other sites. Like Agent Orange victims they are victims of war. There is no problem that the government shunts its eyes to and hopes will go away.

This is precisely what the government should not be allowed to do. Public apathy is the most debilitating culprit here. Since most of the victims do not know what they can do they have remained a suffering silent group. Illinois, it is reported, has upwards of 16,000 such victims but only 22 are registered with the National Association of Atomic Victims. Only 20 people turned up at a public meeting on the problem at Lawson Hall last week.

A Tennessee victim had to go to Japan for treatment because the United States does not have the facilities to treat her own atomic victim.

This is disgraceful. Victims need to come out in full force and make their voice heard. Only after they did this did the Agent Orange victims get anywhere. The VA and anti-nuke groups need to open up and make atomic veterans one of their concerns too. The public at large needs to search their consciences and see if these innocent victims are not deserving of some of their tax money. After all they are in their sorry plight because of work in defense of nation.

It is terribly painful to have even one deformity in the family. Robert H. Farmer, an Illinois victim, has said eight of his nine children are deformed because of his exposure to atomic testing. He is out of work because of what he claims is ruined health from atomic exposure. His wife cannot work because of mental and emotional anguish, at least for the medical bills.

The government should do everything possible to seek out all veterans of atomic testing, investigate their claims and correct them if objective tests corroborate that they were harmed by their military experience. Atomic test veterans are a problem created by the government. Americans want to rest on their shoulders. There is little doubt where the buck should stop.

Quotable Quotes

"The parents of these children have lived here for many years and have paid into the system. Are we going to help them be contributing members of society, or attract them and run the risk of their seizing on the law?" - Governor Tom Tower of the state of United Latin American Citizens, happily commenting on the Supreme Court decision which held that Texas must provide public schooling for the children of illegal aliens.

"The PLO is crippled. But with its army raided, it may resort to the Grandstand acts of terrorism that were its hallmark in the past — hijackings, assassination, bombings. It wants the world to turn the other cheek." - Joseph Sirco, former under secretary of state for Middle East affairs.

"Whoever has the ability to control and dominate space will likewise possess the capability to exert control on the surface of the earth. This is a fact we cannot overlook." - Ronald H. Stivers, assistant deputy under secretary of defense for policy review.

Texas Supreme Court's Texas opinion, though equitable, is a bad law

WASHINGTON — To read the Supreme Court's opinion in the Texas school case is to hear the words of a printer on the morning of the Lord's Day. It is not the words of a printer who is true to his craft, but the words of a printer who has lost his true craft. The same words and phrases Texas Supreme Court Justice William J. Rutledge used in his dissent in the case of the Board of Education vs. Armistead are echoed in the language of the Court in the case of the Board of Education vs. Board of Education.

The outcomes are identical: bad law, wise policy.

In the historical school segregation case of 1954, the question was whether the Fourteenth Amendment prohibited the states from maintaining racially separate schools. On this demonstrable record, the framers of the 14th never had intended any such thing. In states both North and South, and in the very capitol of the nation, segregated schools had been operating for 88 years with judicial approval.

But the Supreme Court of 1954, speaking through Chief Justice Earl Warren, looked at the school segregation and said it is immoral; therefore, unconstitutional. Proceeding from that non sequitur, the court went on to proclaim the importance of education, the hearts and minds of the children to justify judicial intrusions into pious education policy; and out of that moment the landmark that had been regarded as the responsibility of the states respectively.

The more things change, et cetera, et cetera. In the Texas school case on June 15, the question was whether the state could deny public education to the children of undocumented aliens for tuition charges for their schooling. The state advanced the rationale that it was up to the state to require that persons who are present in Texas without legal claim upon the lawful residents of the state. Moreover those funds must be spent on the children of illegal aliens thus diminish the sums that might otherwise be expended on children lawfully on hand. The state also argued that some federal social programs as food stamps and aid to the blind exclude illegal aliens from various benefits. Why should a different rule apply to the states?

BUT, AH, SAID the court's five-man majority, speaking through Justice Brennan, children are different. It was the Brown reasoning all over again. To deny the alien children an education "imposes a lifetime hardship on a discrete class of children not accountable for their disabilities status. The stigma of illiteracy will mark them for the rest of their lives. By denying these children a common school, we deny them the ability to live within the structure of our own institutions, and foreclose any realistic possibility that they will contribute to the smallest way to the progress of our nation."

As the four dissenters properly pointed out, these are not judicial or constitutional arguments; these are legislative appeals. Supreme Court Justice James J. Kilpatrick, speaking through Justice Powell made the same point. "The exasperation of responsible citizens and government authorities in Texas and other states similarly situated..."

...the majority went to some pains, as I read the opinions, to explain why the ruling was limited to the plight of "innocent children." In his opinion, Justice Brennan, support the view "the Constitution and the federal laws... benefit those from whose very presence in the United States is the product of their own unlawful conduct."

We need not assume — yet last week's bit of bad law will be extended to social programs beyond the public schools.
Letters

Convention Center is unnecessary burden

Judge Richman's legal ruling against the convention center is one of the best legal rulings Judge Richman could have made for the good people and taxpayers of Carbondale.

The people who have and are continuing to hurt the growth of Carbondale are the Mayor, Manager Carroll Fry, Mayor Hansen Fisher, Stan Hoye and those friends and tenants of the City Council who are afraid to cross the paths of Fry, Fisher, et al. I think Martin Grace, Stan Hoye, thought up the idea of a "convention center" and a "city garage."

These projects would burden the property owners and taxpayers in the future with a large expense that would cost all the people in Carbondale and, yes, those who come to our city for lodging, eating and, yes, drinking, an extra expense that would force a lot of people and travellers to by-pass our city by the cost of over $15 million.

Actions always speak louder than words do

The article in Thursday's De
ers was well written and candid. I respond to the Office of Regional Research and Service's claim that it has "already proven successful in its attempt to bring service to the community."

Director Etier Clark was quoted as saying, "The program is a stimulator and instigator of successful experiences which should enhance our programs." Hey, that's great.

"In the circus balloons fly, The waterbeds spill. The lightbulbs implode. I asked myself, why does this Office have been engaged?" I'm sure many people who work for this office have been engaged. Such questions are asked by all speakers available to area agencies and organizations and "concerning the service mission" and "survey all projects and programs;" all of which were compiled by various SIU departments and offices. And I thought of the many times the Districts, of such "activities" made known to me but just never had the opportunity. And the newsletter which area councils may have a better means of communication. God, those mayors must be grateful.

But least Etier Clark spoke of his desire to increase the"service mission", light the"art and fine arts", but added that these plans "would have to wait until the economic reality" are completed. Shouldn't be too long, given the project decisions we have made in the past. And good; I being an artist, heartily recommended support for other than-business activities. But I have nothing against business projects, having recently decided to pursue the study of computer graphics.

As my valued friend and teacher, Harold Grawnowski, liked to say, "Don't mess around with love." It seems that the only universal service to the community ought to be the high school. I think that the Office of Regional Research and Service's activities of "messing around with love." And I submit that if, its accurate, it has so far done nothing except talk, rather than solve problems.

Harold and I had a research project in progress when he had to take the bus. Harold, after discussing it with members of the office, was told to go on his own. That was the nearest I'd been to an expatriate or an independent person. And I, with support from Larry Bues and County, decided to collect myself, in time, and proceeded to construct the project: an experimental state printed automobile advertising from around the world. It has been exhibited in Cape Girardeau and in Carbondale, and shows the idea that "economic reality" is the best method of displaying phenomena in modern society: borened.

But Mitterrand promptly rounded on the French and began making promises, turning "a few days of tolerance for unemployment had been practically thrown away." To the charges, the French and the French government was clearly out of its depth when they took a collective election. What Mitterrand's government did was to pump more money into the economy, while promoting the idea of "work sharing." The work week was cut from 40 hours to 36 hours, and hours promised soon. Originally, French unemployment was accompanied by wage concessions. Predictably, that was also a five-week period.

If America's recession continues through the year, some candidates, and not just Democrats, will offer something like Mitterrand's core program--capital formation for distressed industries, "trickle-up" pump-priming of consumption for individuals. In fact, components of such a program are already before Congress.

A French businessman complains that much of the money being pumped into the pockets of French consumers is not benefiting French industry and employment, but is being spent in the German auto industry. The social security system and the state budget may soon have deficits that will be equal to America's deficits, but with Reaganese dimensions.

As a Mitterrand opponent says, a relation policy is like an arrow that never leaves the bow. It begins but soon suffers. But some say, "If "Reform is like the French economy. If government" means the life of a nation. If government provides a larger labor force. The defeat of Giraud, the British votes, and "three times" the American recession confirm government's role as the idea that monetary and fiscal restraints had. Mitte"raddy's socialist alternative is to pursue full employment through fores
craft consumption. He has promised the minimum wage, government jobs, tax cut, and wage payments. He has promised the idea, "work sharing." The work week was reduced to 36 hours, and 10 hours promised soon. Originally, French unemployment was accompanied by wage concessions. Predictably, that was also a five-week period. But America's recession continues through the year, some candidates, and not just Democrats, will offer something like Mitterrand's core program--capital formation for distressed industries, "trickle-up" pump-priming of consumption for individuals. In fact, components of such a program are already before Congress.

A French businessman complains that much of the money being pumped into the pockets of French consumers is not benefiting French industry and employment, but is being spent in the German auto industry. The social security system and the state budget may soon have deficits that will be equal to America's deficits, but with Reaganese dimensions.
High school students wing way toward solos

While some kids are spending the summer swimming or playing ball, others are learning what it's like to get off the ground.

The SIU-C Air Institute and Service is sponsoring a new camp for high school students called “Summer Wings.” The program is an intensive two-week introduction to airplanes and aviation that can lead to a solo flight in a single-engine aircraft.

Terri Urbas, coordinator of the program said the campers see first-hand that there's more to aviation than flying planes. "By the time they leave, they will have gotten a wide introduction to aviation — business and maintenance as well as flying.”

While at the camp, the students attend informal lectures by maintenance specialists in SIU-C's aviation technologies program, trips with SIU-C air service pilots, orientation tours of the Southern Illinois Airport control tower and flight weather facilities and a field trip to Scott Air Force Base. Richard Brahler, 16, a junior at Quincy's Notre Dame High School, is one of the students who attended the first session. He had already completed ground school training and passed before he arrived for the program. He spent most of his time building up additional hours in the air. He hopes to have enough hours in his log book to quality for a private pilot's license by his 17th birthday. According to Urbas, Brahler will complete his aviation training in Quincy.

The cost of the two-week camp is $34 per person, which includes room, two meals a day, and instruction. Urbas said there are still openings for the second session, scheduled for July 11-26, and interested persons may contact her at the SIU-C Air Institute and Service. The camp is open to all high school juniors and seniors.

---

Health News... BY DR. ROY S. WHITE

Doctor of Chiropractic

“SHOOTING PAINS”

If you're a victim of sciatica, you know what “shooting pains” are all about. The sometimes excruciating pain of sciatica frequently affects the hip, thigh and back of the leg. The ache and soreness are sometimes affected, too, but that's not where the problem is.

The sciatic nerve, the largest nerve in the body, extends from the lower spine to the back of the thigh and knee. When it divides, one nerve goes down the back of the leg and the other goes down the back of the leg. A misalignment of the sciatic nerve can cause the pain. This can be triggered by an irritated nerve root. What causes the irritation? The causes may be traced to a...
Movie has blood, little else

“The Thing’ a new low in gore

By Gene Shalitman
Staff Writer

John Carpenter’s new movie “The Thing” takes movies to new lows in the use of mindless gore for the sake of horror.

Carpenter seems to feel that the addition of a lot of stomach-churning special effects are all it takes to scare the American public. It is sad too, because Carpenter has proven in the past, that he can create masterpieces as “Halloween” and “The Fog.”

Sometimes it appears that Carpenter has gotten the wrong impression as to why those movies were successful. True, there are scenes in most of Carpenter’s previous films that were not meant for the faint of heart, but their success was not made of blood, little else.

Mississippi man named dairy boss

Tomy Lee Counce, a dairy farmer from Starkville, Miss., has been named manager of the Dairy Science Research Project at the State University, Baldonale in the farmlands from the state. Counce was partner in a Mississippi dairy farm for 10 years.

Fund aids medical, nursing students of Southern Illinois

An endowment fund has been established in the SIU Foundation to provide loans to students attending the SIU School of Medicine and Nursing programs to practice in White County and Southern Illinois.

The E. Martin Endowment Fund was established by Martin Blackledge through a large initial gift. The amount of the endowment was not announced.

The funds will sustain loans to students attending the SIU School of Medicine in Springfield and the School of Nursing at SIU-E. Graduates who practice in White County will have the loans waived while students choosing practices elsewhere in Southern Illinois will be required to repay only the principal.

Puzzle Answer

Movie Review

based on those elements.

In “Halloween,” which has become a cult classic, it is the use of suspense that really makes the movie horrifying. The same could be said for the rest of his movies. It’s the mystery of not knowing what is going to happen next that really makes the horror story.

There is none of this suspense in “The Thing.” Indeed, it is a rather easy matter to guess what is coming next. One can rest assured that it will be more of the senseless, gross mutilation of some form of life.

Little can actually be said about the directing. How much directing does it take to show a scene after scene of someone or something being eaten, having their limbs severed, being disemboweled or suffering some other kind of mutilation? One could take a motion picture camera to a train wreck and get the same results with no direction whatsoever.

As for acting, little can be said about it, either. The actors for the most part are just there as part of the scenery to be devoured or destroyed by the Thing.

It should be noted that former Walt Disney star Kurt Russell is cast as the hero of the film. It would seem that Russell is1

enough to ever outgrow the image he portrayed in the Disney films. He spends most of the film trying to portray in the best macho tradition of Hollywood, the strong, silent and rebellious hero-type, complete with beard and ever present bottle of whiskey. He fails at this miserably and his acting becomes stilted in an effort to portray masculine.

The story itself is just a vehicle to permn all the mindless gore. It tries to convince us that a space ship that landed decades ago with its sole occupant has been frozen in the ice at the North Pole, only to be discovered by Russell and his companions.

This creature when he thawns out, apparently has the ability to, by devouring a living organism, assume its shape and character, which is the perfect vehicle for showing the gory that follows.

If your idea of a good time is leaving your lunch or dinner on a theater floor then this movie comes highly recommended. For the rest of us, more mundane things, like war, might prove a little easier to take.
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Today's Puzzle

The puzzle answer is on Page 7.

Horticulture display slated

Specialists in vegetable and flower gardening, lawn care, fruit production and landscaping will be among the experts offering free advice to visitors Sunday at the 16th annual Horticulture Open House. The home show, set for noon to 7 p.m., will be at the Horticulture Research Center on Rowles Road just off Chautauqua Street. It is sponsored by the Department of Plant and Soil Science.

"We hope this will be an opportunity for area residents to learn some of the advances in horticulture," said Gerald Coorts, chairman of the department. He is a horticulturist.

Coorts said many of the faculty members plan demonstrations.

Healthy crop predicted

If the weather in Southern Illinois continues to be as nice as it was in May and June, area growers should expect to see a large apple crop in late August or early September, according to Bradley Taylor, horticulturist (fruit scientist) in the School of Agriculture.

However, Taylor said, "A grower never really knows what the crop will be until it is actually harvested. An entire crop can be lost a day before the harvest. So any prediction about the size of the crop is just a potential number."

Good weather in May and June helped the apple crop, Taylor said. "The fruit growth and development — what fruit was left after spring freezes — has come along well," said Taylor. "Most growers indicate they have suffered some losses from the spring freezes, but the damage was greatest in the areas of an orchard where cold air accumulates."

Taylor said one problem in this area is that the winters are generally mild.

"Growers have to be wary and utilize fungicides and pesticides. However, the diseases were reduced somewhat this year, because of lower winter temperatures."

Preventive sprays are important in order to harvest a healthy crop, he said.

Lower winter temperatures claimed one casualty — the peach crop.
**Boren's IGA**

Carbondale West
Carbondale East
Herrin

Prices Effective thru Saturday, July 10, 1982

---

**A NEW WAY TO REDUCE YOUR FOOD SHOPPING COSTS...**

**Come In And Register For Bankroll**

---

**Crisco Shortening**
3 lb. Can
$1.39

**Kraft Macaroni Dinners**
7 1/4 oz.
2/9¢

**Hunt's Tomato Sauce**
15 oz. Cans
2/39¢

**Kraft Chicken Of The Sea Tuna**
Oil or Water Pack
6 oz. Cans
19¢

**Moull's B-B-Q Sauce**
24 oz. Bottles
69¢

**Countryside Cottage Cheese**
24 oz. Ctn.
69¢

**Tayste Sandwich Bread**
20 oz. Loaves
1¢

**Banquet Pot Pies**
8 oz.
2/9¢

**Mixed Fryer Parts**
Fam. Pack
49¢

**Seven-Up Diet Seven-Up or I.B.C. Root Beer**
16 oz. Bottles
8 Pack
$1.29

**California Cantaloupes**
69¢ Each

**Quarter Loin Pork Chops**
$1.69 lb.

**Jeno's Frozen Pizza**
11 3/4 oz.
99¢

---

Register for this week's cash giveaway!
If no winner by Saturday, July 3, 1982 the Bankroll totals will be:

- Carbondale West: $1,700
- Carbondale East: $400
- Herrin: $600

---

*Any item requiring an additional purchase should be construed to mean a separate purchase for each item (excluding items prohibited by law.) Pick 10 Coupons in the store. Prices in this Ad effective through Saturday, July 10, 1982. We reserve the right to Limit quantities and to correct printing errors. $20.00 purchase required for both purchase items.*
Murphysboro charity extends a helping hand to area needy

By Mike Nelson
Staff Writer

Ann Tatitlek feels there is a significant number of people living in Murphysboro who are in desperate need of food, clothing and medicine. Tatitlek is coordinator of a Murphysboro-based charity organization called "Lead a Helping Hand," which is attempting to help poor people in the area help themselves, she said. Tatitlek said she had planned a charity "rollane" to Murphysboro this Saturday through Murphysboro in a wheelchair, trying to generate awareness and publicity for LAHH. But bad weather and a family illness forced her to postpone her march until next Saturday, she said.

LAHH has been serving the needs of Murphysboro poor for seven years, Tatitlek said, although the organization has been chartered by the Murphysboro Chamber of Commerce for only one year. Tatitlek said that all distribution of food, clothing and medicine collected by LAHH is done by LAHH volunteers, of which there are about 10 to 15.

"We have already closed off the car port next to our home," she said, "to make additional room for supplies." Tatitlek added that she hoped to build on to her house in order to accommodate even more supplies.

Tatitlek, who coordinates LAHH's activities from her home in Murphysboro, said the people of the area need to be made aware of the fact that there are some very poor people living in their own neighborhoods. "I don't think a lot of people really believe that," she said.

She said that LAHH's efforts are aimed at those people who have no one to turn to for assistance. Although LAHH does not help senior citizens, she said, the senior citizens usually have family or friends for assistance. There are often friends or relatives to turn to for financial and personal aid, she said.

Tatitlek said that while LAHH has been pretty successful collecting food for distribution to area poor, getting clothing is still a problem. "We are in desperate need of baby clothes," she said.

They're a new breed

Astronauts become specialized

From the beginning of America's space program, astronauts were trained for every job in space that was needed. And each astronaut was trained for a specific mission.

Every man aboard each of the Apollo flights could do the job of every other crewman. Each astronaut, even those who started as geologists, became a highly trained pilot. And the pilot-astronauts became highly trained scientific specialists.

"Test-pilot-astronauts who landed on the moon months before their missions training as geologists. One was a medical doctor," Christopher Kraft said once, "and the man of Apollo were all "electric" with their interactions." Scientific-astronauts selected by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration spend their first year learning to fly high-performance jets. They were all able to take their first lessons in space. On Skylab, which involved over 100 people working on the station, the flight-astronauts became experts on instruments studying the earth and the sun. They also were trained for medical emergencies and each could perform minor procedures such as pulling teeth, stitching wounds, giving shots and drawing blood.

The space shuttle is changing the need for such extensive cross-training. The "test-pilot" shuttle. "Johnson Space Center Director Christopher Kraft said once, "will be trained primarily for low-earth orbit." Astronauts are split into distinct groups based on the jobs they will have in space.

Adults invited to join study skills workshop

Adults planning to re-enter Southern Illinois University-Carbondale's Adult Education Program will get a chance to brush up on basic study skills during a workshop Wednesday on campus.

The three-hour session, sponsored by the Center for Basic Skills and United University Studies program, will begin at 7:30 p.m. in the Quigley Hall lounge and will include instruction on time management, study skills and note taking.

"We've developed a broad-based curriculum designed to refresh, renew and reassure adult students who have been out of touch with the college lifestyle," said Marie Kilker, director of University Studies. "Many adults who return to college find that the traditional degree programs don't meet their needs and end up dropping out. We want to tell them about alternative programs at the University," Ms. Kilker said.

Registration is free and open to the public. Information is available from Ms. Kilker (536-5601) or Vivian Lester, center for Basic Skills (536-6648).

T.J. McFLY's HAPPY HOUR EXTRAVAGANZA 3-8 pm
75¢ BEEF LATER
40¢ DRAFTS 65¢ SPEEDRAILS
95¢ BECKS BIER $2.00 PITCHERS

Come enjoy 95¢ Molson from Canada

 Bikini Special
wear one for a 69¢ Blue Pancher

Everyday! 7-9 pm
FREE Hotdog with each pitcher

DOLLAR OFF SALE!
Buy two whoppers® and get you some for a value of $1.50. Regular price $2.50. This coupon not valid with other discounts or coupons. Please present this coupon before ordering. Limit one coupon per customer. Void where prohibited by law. This offer expires, July 31, 1982.
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University Bank's newest TUBBY Automatic Teller Machine is now open at the University Mall in Carbondale. This location can give you quick cash for your shopping needs, avoiding the need to carry lots of cash.

All of University Bank's TUBBY's are fast, convenient and easily accessible anywhere in the city. Now you don't have to wait until the bank opens; TUBBY can handle all the banking transactions you may need. Everything from getting cash from your checking or savings account to making those loan and bill payments. Plus you can inquire about your present balance or make deposits into your account.

University Bank — "We're bringing you new ideas in banking."

university bank of carbondale

1500 W. Main  CARBONDALE  549-2116

TUBBY
1500 West Main St.
Carbondale, IL

TUBBY
Southern Illinois University
Student Center
Carbondale, IL

TUBBY
The University Mall
Carbondale, IL

MEMBER FDIC
**Daily Egyptian**

**Classified Information Rates**

**One Day** — 10 cents per word, per line.

**Two Days** — 8 cents per word, per line.

**Three Days** — 7 cents per word, per line.

**Four Days** — 6 cents per word, per line.

**Five Days** — 5 cents per word, per line.

**Six Days** — 4 cents per word, per line.

**The Daily Egyptian** cannot be held responsible for the typographical or any other errors in the insertion of classified advertisements. Advertisements will be typed and charged at the rates applicable for the insertion of the following:

- **Two Words** — 10 cents per line.
- **Four Words** — 20 cents per line.
- **Six Words** — 30 cents per line.
- **Eight Words** — 40 cents per line.

**Advertisements accepted until noon on day before publication.**

### Classified Advertisements

#### Autos


**ROVER Station wagon. 1970, 5-speed. $2,400.00. Call Daily. 485-1734.**

**1975 MONZA. Stick shift, 4 cylinder, new shock and muffler. Asking $400.00. Call after 5:00 p.m. 457-3519.**

**LANCIER 76 SOLD. New. 1975, 2-door, automatic, new tires, $1,000.00. Call 492-2543 or 485-3626.**

**1966 MUSTANG CONVERTIBLE, v-8, at, ps, pb. New black top new black seat covers. $1,400.00. 465-3742 or 485-3626.**

**1973 PLY-OUT G.T. 5-speed, air, automatic. $1,900.00. Call Daily. 492-2844.**

**1973 FORD PINTO JUST tuned and serviced. Great gas mileage. Runs good. $600.00. 489-3672 or 489-7072.**

**1975 FORD FALCON Station wagon. Good gas mileage. Runs good. $1,400.00. Call 457-8272 or 485-3626.**

**1975 MUSTANG. Stick shift, 4 cylinder, new shock and muffler. Asking $400.00. Call after 5:00 p.m. 457-3519.**

**1976 DODGE COLT STATION Wagon. 1976, 4 speed, 4 cyl. reliable vehicle. New tires, quietly used. $1,500.00. Call 457-3519 or 485-3626.**

**BUICK REGL 1975, 8.5 speed. 20,000 miles, new tires, two new shock absorbers, $2,250.00. CASH ONLY. 457-3519 or 485-3626.**


**1975 CHRYSLER LE BARON, 1 owner, very clean, reliable, well maintained, manual trans., good condition, $2,650.00. Call 457-3519.**

**1974 FIAT S.W. pop. 1900 miles, all new, excellent condition, manual trans., good condition, $2,300.00. Call 457-3519.**

**1972 ford ltd 4 dr red 4 cyl $700.00.**

### Classified Advertisements

#### Housing

**SABIN AUDIO**

* Winter Special!!!
* **JVC PC5 Quartz radio**
* **JVC KX-5500 stereo**
* **JVC VC500 tape deck**
* **JVC V-3000 camcorder**
* **Saw-4000 sander**

**SABIN AUDIO**

#### Rentals

**FOR RENT**

**APARTMENTS**

**CARBONDALE**

#### Classified Advertisements

#### Pets & Supplies

**Cars, Used**

**320 LYNDIA, 2 BEDROOM $150 summer, $460 fall, 487-4743.**

**1977 YAMAHA XS 1100, 335$, new.**

**FOREST, SOUTH, 3 bedroom, 2 1/2 bath, $325.00 per month, available immediately.**

**EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS, furni­shed, air conditioned, utilities included.**

**Homes for Rent**

**CARBONDALE**

**ROYAL RENTALS**

* Now taking contracts Summer & Fall/ Spring*
* **BPV APTS.** Summer Fall
* 311, 444, 918
* 204-1116
* 477-2169
* 472-3753
* **CARLSON** Summer Fall
* 477-2169
* **All Stainless Steel appliances.**
* **Air Conditioned**

**Houses**

**Large and Small**

**2), 3, 4 BEDROOM HOUSES**

**Also 1 & 2 bedroom Apts.**

\* Prices change, check with owner.

**Camaras**

**OLYMPUS OM1** with Case and Polaroid Print - $650.00 Call Jim 457-8272.

**MUSICAL**

**ARE YOU A MUSICAL UNEARNED?**

**Guitar, nose, and composition instrument, in great condition,**

**has music dog. Call Jim at 529-1735 or 457-8272.**

**SCOTT'S SKATE - OPENED**

**Opening Sale** on Roller Skates, Furniture, etc. 916 South Ave. Carbonale 329-2565.

**SOUND CORE - COMPLETE PA SYSTEMS, monitors, graphics, EQ box, and Home theater equipment. Call 485-7155.**

**STEROE REPAIR**

* Located in the former edgar appliance store building.

**Cameras**

**OLYMPUS OM1** with Case and Polaroid Print - $650.00 Call Jim 457-8272.

**MUSICAL**

**ARE YOU A MUSICAL UNEARNED?**

**Guitar, nose, and composition instrument, in great condition,**

**has music dog. Call Jim at 529-1735 or 457-8272.**

**SCOTT'S SKATE - OPENED**

**Opening Sale** on Roller Skates, Furniture, etc. 916 South Ave. Carbonale 329-2565.

**SOUND CORE - COMPLETE PA SYSTEMS, monitors, graphics, EQ box, and Home theater equipment. Call 485-7155.**

**STEROE REPAIR**

* Located in the former edgar appliance store building.

**Cameras**

**OLYMPUS OM1** with Case and Polaroid Print - $650.00 Call Jim 457-8272.

**MUSICAL**

**ARE YOU A MUSICAL UNEARNED?**

**Guitar, nose, and composition instrument, in great condition,**

**has music dog. Call Jim at 529-1735 or 457-8272.**

**SCOTT'S SKATE - OPENED**

**Opening Sale** on Roller Skates, Furniture, etc. 916 South Ave. Carbonale 329-2565.

**SOUND CORE - COMPLETE PA SYSTEMS, monitors, graphics, EQ box, and Home theater equipment. Call 485-7155.**
TWO NICE 12 and 14 widths, 2 bedrooms, carpeted, air. Furnished, negotiable. pet. Call 549-4145.

EXTRA NICE 12 and 14 widths, 3 bedrooms, carpeted, air, absolutely no pets. Call 498-1747.

3 ROOM 1 OR 3 bedrooms, furnished in excellent condition, air-conditioned. Accept, underfurnished, air-conditioned. Call Mrs. R. 529-5331. 4771160

CONSTRUCTION DATES: 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, 17, 19, 21, 23, 25, 27, 29, 31. 

MOBILE HOME FOR RENT. Furnished, excellent condition, natural gas, hot water, well insulated, $100 per month. Call 467-8160.


TIRED OF ROOMMATES? 1 bedroom apartment, located 3 miles East of Carbondale. Centrally located and air-conditioned. Rent includes rent. Clean and in good condition. Ideal for singles. $25.00 per month. Phone 549-8132 or 549-8182 after 5 p.m.

TWO BEDROOM MOBILE home, located at 1310 N.M., furnished and air conditioned, clean and in good condition. $250.00 per month. Phone 549-6612 or 549-6618.

NICE expedient, quiet, size, location 15 minutes campus. Welcoming graduate or freshman. 457-4217.

MADRID 51 South and MALIBU VILLAGE EAST 100 East Park Street. Call 527-4211 or stop by office at Highway 25 South Location

Sandy woman protests Arab-American　

WASHINGTON (AP) — Nozha Alhegelan, wife of Saudi Arabia's ambassador, is taking advantage of the U.S. diplomatic corps' active political role in Washington than she could here. "I have to奇怪, women must wear veils in public, I can not even allowed to drive a car."

She is engaging in public protests of the killing in Lebanon. She is standing in silent vigil outside the White House, dinging the horn. "It's a great challenge," says the writer Princeton, who lives in Washington. "We did not ask for this."

Mrs. Alhegelan readily acknowledges that such a visit could stir up Arab and Israeli tensions. She said she plans to cooperate with the Arab-American community. Mrs. Alhegelan thinks the United States is not as involved as it could be. "It's not in our culture," she said in a recent interview. "Our grief, we keep it to ourselves. But to show grief is almost lack of courtesy."

In this culture, it is different," she continued. "And if my culture is different, nobody is going to believe that we do feel it. We only infants, in the Middle East."

Besides the ambassador, who hopes to keep the peace, Mrs. Alhegelan said she will try to influence American public opinion against Israeli's invasion. The Lebanese government.

Mrs. Alhegelan said even if the figures she has assembled are wrong, and she says she thinks they are valid — Mrs. Alhegelan said the Arab-American community here is almost the same. "This is a great event for Arab-Americans here, it does not matter... or a course or a course, and for the civilized. They were there to prevent wars and to do with this war. And yet they were caught in it."

"We are stressing one thing — to stop the killings," she said.

Mrs. Alhegelan also said she said "would be very pleased" if the Arab-American community could help American weapons to Israel because it is using them in Lebanon. "Arabs all over the Arab world, they seem American weapons killing their own people," she said. "They don't ask the question whether this is really the case. But it is a war, and they are war against Israel."

"We are calm, we are not going to do with this war."

Mrs. Alhegelan said she her group wants to stop the war with the Arabs. She said the Arab-Israeli dispute is her, under the Americans will know the extent of the tragedy. The Arab women are appealing to the American "sense of justice and humanity."

She spoke with passion during an interview in the sitting room at the Saudi embassy. There were beautiful drapes of gold and purple, and dark wood paneling on the walls. A signed photograph of Queen Elizabeth was on the mantelpiece of a marble fireplace.

Mrs. Alhegelan said she doesn't want to turn Americans to side with the Arabs. She suggested that it is possible to feel sympathy with the Palestinians and Israelis. She is in peace now and wishes to use the "experience, the Arabic-American community, and the American public opinion against Israeli's invasion."

The prime minister of Lebanon has said 15,000 have died; the Israeli government puts the total at less than 1,000. Mrs. Alhegelan says her figures are estimates based on information from the International Red Cross and the

king's inn hideaway (old Plaza Loop) opened now! New setting, new atmosphere, new reputation and reequipment. Ask about our new wine list.


~------------~

SALE OF TAX ACCOUNTS with KFF. For full information, call 529-9667.

TYPING UNLIMITED 1 Day service available, our word processor, remotes, etc. Guaranteed to your satisfaction. 457-3171.

GET BETTER grades on your next papers. Professional editor will check your papers. Fast service. 529-1175.

STONEHEAND MEDICAL, photographer with experience. Indoor or outdoor portraits. We have the latest in equipment. 457-0617.

HELM BALLOON BOUQUETS delivered. Helium balloon bouquets. Call Helium Balloon at 549-4232.


Business is rolling

He caters to skaters

By Anita Jackson
Staff Writer

Chances are you've seen him cruising around campus on his wheels. It's quite likely that you'll be seeing more of him in the future if you enjoy roller skating.

Scott Gompper says skating is a great economical way to get around and has the quality skates to people as cheaply as possible at Scott's Skates, a new store that Gompper opened on June 29 at 401 S. Illinois Ave. Gompper, a marketing major who received a degree in economics from SIU in 1979, said he decided to open the skate store when Skate Street closed.

Gompper sells indoor and outdoor skates and said the prices for a full set range from $70 to $800.

"These are quality skates and that is a good price. At most other places, prices start at $100. My prices are probably 30 percent lower than any place else," Gompper said.

The main line of skates sold in the store has suede tops, but Gompper said he also sells leather skates.

Gompper said he started skating as a hobby about a year and a half ago. He skated to classes on campus last semester from Gompper's Mobile Homes, but now is able to skate only about once a week.

While admitting that traffic around town is a problem for skaters, he said any rules would be "a pain."

Besides selling skates, Gompper also repairs skates, sells skateboards and plans to rent skates soon. He said he is even doing retail mail order for roller skates.

"I'm going to mail out my catalog to anyone who wants it," he said.

Gompper is still in the process of redecorating his store, a former barber shop, located in one alley next to Betty's. He is trying to make the store and as appeal as possible to his customers by adorning the entrance with plants and pictures of roller skating.

"I'd like to attract college students, but just as much I'd like to attract the high school students who roll out at the rink," he said.

Gompper said he is appealing to both indoor and outdoor skating, but he would like to capture the outdoor skaters because they are the biggest market.

In the future, Gompper said he wants to start a roller skating club and he plans to have a roller skating race about a month after the fall semester begins.

"I'm more than happy to answer questions if anyone wants to come over," he said.

"There will be a note board outside if anyone wants to leave me a message."
Park’s recreational program for handicapped a ‘forerunner’

The Carbondale Park District’s Leisure Accessibility Project (LAS) has been called a ‘forerunner’ recreational program for handicapped populations, said Associate Project Coordinator John Allen.

The program received this year $10,000 from the Rehabilitation Service Administration when Allen visited their office in Washington, D.C. this year.

Even if the program ends on Aug. 2, Kinney said the LAS will have provided a model for other agencies and individuals interested in developing or expanding recreational programs for the handicapped. RSC assured the program’s directors.

Although one emphasis of the program has been to help the handicapped upgrade their individual recreational skills, the program is also meant to educate the non-handicapped population, said Kinney, project director, said.

The public needs to understand the role of the handicapped so that it will welcome these limited individuals to participate in more forms of recreation, Kinney said.

Kinney, professor in therapeutic recreation, wrote the program grant application to the U.S. Department of Education. The 89,500 grant will cover the program until Aug. 2, Kinney said.

One way a non-handicapped person can develop a better comprehension of various kinds of handicaps is to participate in the tentatively scheduled Aug. 7 Simulation Day to be held at University Mall in Carbondale, Allen said.

Scheduling of simulation days for individuals or groups can be arranged by stopping at the LAS office located in Room 402, or by calling 249-6611.

Other upcoming LAS events include a July 25 softball tournament in which a blind team will compete against people with limited vision, a July 10 tennis tournament on a court preserved by local media personnel and University officials.

Swimming classes for the handicapped population will be held every Friday at Paliuim Pool. This program, which will emphasize lifesaving, will run throughout the first week in August.

Also, sailing will be offered at Evergreen Lake beginning July 13 at 4 p.m. LAS will provide sailboats and instruction, Kinney said.

He added that a horseback-riding program and a canoe trip are also on the agenda, with the dates to be announced.

Search for Illinois youth, 12, resumes in Rocky Mountains

ESTES PARK, Colo., (AP) - Nearly 200 searchers, added by tracking dogs and two helicopters, resumed the search Monday for a 12-year-old Illinois boy who has been missing for nearly a week in rough, snow-covered Rocky Mountain National Park.

Police said Tuesday that Kaye said Monday’s search would focus on a small area.

“This will be a small search,” Kaye said. “We’ve put our searchers very close together and given them a fairly high probability of finding Terry.”

Kaye said that searches, positioned in a narrow band about a half mile wide, planned to traverse an area from an elevation of about 9,000 feet today, approaching the route the youth may have taken down Flat Top Mountain, Kaye said.

Kaye said more than 200 searchers spaced between 15 to 100 feet apart combing a rugged terrain near Bear Lake on Sunday without finding Terry, son of Robert Baldeshwiler of Lansing, Ill., concentrating on a two-mile radius of where he was last seen on Tuesday.

“Of the dogs took off in a line after something, after he had smelled the boy’s clothes a while before,” said Kaye late Tuesday. “But we really don’t know what the dog was reacting to. We don’t want to cultivate hope with each new clue. We want to lead on the press or the public or his family.

"Historically, there’s a high possibility that kids of that age will be found an average of 1.6 days after they were last seen," Kaye said.

“Method has had good results, so that’s what we’re concentrating on,” Kaye said.

Kaye said Baldeshwiler was walking into a storm when he became lost, leading officials to speculate he may have sought shelter at lower elevations.

“Also more common for young kids to go downhill,” Kaye noted.

Some 220 volunteers set out at 6 a.m. Sunday in the fifth day of searching for the youth, who was last seen playing with his family in the park on Tuesday afternoon.

The youth ran ahead of his family on a trail leading to the summit of 12,700-foot Flat Top Mountain. The boy’s father walked up the trail all the way to the Continental Divide, but failed to find his son, and a widespread search was launched on Wednesday.

Helicopters have assisted search and rescue teams, technical climbers, Forest Service personnel and other volunteers in the search, and Kaye said tracking dogs also would be used Sunday.

“We have no reason to think the boy was abducted by a wacks or anything like that,” Kaye said.

The weather has been good in the park since the search began, with daytime temperatures in the upper 70s. Nighttime temperatures, however, have dropped to the lower 40s in forested areas and freezes were reported on the meadows, and Baldeshwiler was wearing shorts, T-shirt and shorts, hiking with his family in the park.

He had no food or extra clothing with him, Kaye said.
Title IX progress evident, says West

By Jackie Rodgers Staff Writer

Dr. Charlotte West, director of women’s athletics at SIU-C, said that she welcomes the investigation into SIU-C’s Civil Rights into Title IX compliance, but does worry about the fact that it has taken three years for the investigation to get underway.

"The original complaint three years ago was ideal to that time when no one knew the areas of complaint are obvious," West said. "But with the process that SIU-C has made to toward compliance.

"I don’t think that the investigation into Title IX compliance should begin now. I think it has been delayed long enough. I hope that this investigation will be over in 90 days."

"It makes some of the investigations useless," she said. "The investigation should be viewed as a "healthy evaluation of our programs."

West said that the investigation would not differ from previous investigations. She said that the only bad result would be the internal strife which may accompany it and which she hopes will never happen.

"Some people may feel that there is no investigation as a personal attack," West said. "I can’t make any predictions, but I think that the investigation will be over in 90 days."

LeFevre recruits
Filipino tennis ace

By Ken Perkins Sports Editor

The word of USC’s tennis coach Dick Leacb is going to be good enough for Dick Leacb.

The men’s tennis mentor is going on a hunch—Leacb’s hunch—that a 19-year-old Filipino will step up to the plate and help his nettles next year. He has not seen Omei Macautina, a Palm Desert College transfer, but said that when the successful USC coach saw him at a tournament in California, he recommended him highly. Any friend of Leacb’s, said Leacb, is a friend of his.

"If Leacb recommended him, he can’t be all that bad," said Leacb, who lost his No. 1, 11, and 4 players last season.

"Besides, he’s got some pretty good credentials even though he’s from a second level junior college.

That doesn’t matter to Leacb. Macautina can be a lot better than his statistics. He was state champion in both singles and doubles, and was a quarter-finalist in the California Junior College Tournament of Ojai, where both levels were combined.

According to Leacb, out of the "hundreds" entered in the tournament, Macautina placed in the top eight. That gave him enough report that he can play tennis.

Macautina is the latest of two players to give Leacb verbal commitments to attend SIU-C in the fall. Leacb saw him while scouting another player and contacted Leacb. Macautina was playing at the second junior college level, according to Leacb, but showed great promise and ability. Leacb wrote Leacb who contacted Macautina. That’s all it took.

"I think if he gives us a lift," Leacb said, "I’m sure his decision to come here rests in his parents. He has relatives in Chicago and coming here would put him closer to home. His family is very supportive of what he does."

The other player to make verbal commitment to SIU-C was Paul Rash, an Athens, GA native who Leacb said is a good player with excellent potential. Leacb is hoping that Macautina and Rash can fill vacancies left by graduating seniors Brian Stanley and Lito Aman, as well as David Denbigh, who transferred to a junior college in Florida.

The newcomers will add depth to returnees Gabriel Murray, Chris O’Driscoll, David Filler and John Grief.

"It won’t be that bad," Leacb said about replacing the top-half of his lineup. "With those two guys, and two others I’m pretty close to recruiting, that will give us at least two seniors and one sophomore.

"I can’t make any predictions, of course," Leacb continued. "But I’ll be happy to wait until the fall. They look pretty good right now.

The Salukis were the very good last year, starting back from a slow start and winning their last five matches to end with a 10-3 record. The winning record was much more gratifying for Leacb, who said that his team had the second-best tennis schedule in mid-America.

An examination of the schedule bears out Leacb’s observation. Included on the Salukis slate last season was high-flight champion Oklahoma State; Missouri Valley champion Wichita State; Midwest American champion Wisconsin-Michigan; Ohio Valley champion Murray State; and 1981 NCAA third-place finisher Georgia.

"I think the year off will help Van Winkle in the long run," said the Saluki coach. "Kenny has a lot of things to learn, and this time will allow us to work with him academically, since he will have five years to complete his degree instead of four.

Perry, who was a business management major at Evansville, is thinking of switching to communications at SIU-C. Evansville is thinking of switching to communications at SIU-C. Perry is excited about the competition on the Missouri Valley, and the fact that SIU-C’s program appears to be on the upswing. The Salukis will still be lacking height next season, but Van Winkle said he believes the team has "the backbone" to play."